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Abstract

At LawrenceLivermoreNationalLaboratory(LLNL)wehaverecentlydevelopedsev-
eraltechniquesforvolumevisualizationof scalarandvectorfields,ali of whichuseback-
to-frontcompositing.The firstrendersvolumedensitycloudsby compositingpolyhedral
volumecellsortheirfaces.Thesecondis a "splatting"schemewhichcompositestextures
usedto reconstructthe scalarorvectorfields.Oneversioncalculatesthenecessarytexture
valuesin software,andanorahertakesadvantageof hardwaretexturemapping•Thenext
techniquerenderscontoursurfacepolygonsusingsemi-transparenttextures,whichadjust
appropriatelywhenthe surtacesdeformin a flow,orchangetopology.The finaloneren-
dersthe "flowvolume"of smokeordye tracersweptout by a fluidflowingthrougha
smallgeneratingpolygon.Allof thesetechniquesare appliedto a climatemodeldataset,
tovisualizeclouddensityandwindvelocity.

1. Climate Modelling

The Program for Climate Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison at Lawrence Liver-
more National Laboratory (LLNL) is comparing different climate models which give dif-

. fering predictions of global warming. Clouds have a significant influence on global
temperatures, because they reflect the short wave radiation from the sun, and also absorb
and reflect the longer wave radiation re-emitted by the earth, lc is not certain which of
these effects is larger, hence the influence of clouds is an open research problem.

In this paper we report on a number of techniques we have developed for visualizing
climate variables, parti'cularly clouds and wind velocities. These include volume render-
ing, textured contour surfaces, vector field rendering, and flow volume rendering.

The global climate simulation for 10 days in January was run on a Cray 2 at the Nation-
" al Energy Research Supercomputer Center at LLNL. The computational grid was defined

by 320 evenly spaced longitudes , 160 unevenly spaced latitudes, and 19 unevenly spaced
surfaces of constant "geopotential", nearly a million grid points. The surfaces of constant
geopotential were not at constant altitude, but curved over the mountains, so that the bot-
tom level corresponds to the height of the terrain.

The partial differential equations for weather propagation were solved in the spatial fre-
quency domain, and the resulting spherical harmonic expansions of the climate variables



were sampled at the computational grid. The solver only output the requested data vari-
ables at one hour intervals, and we interpolated this output to produce animation frames
every fifteen minutes.

2. Polyhedron Compositing

There are two chief ways to visualize a scalar function in a volume" (1) draw contour
surfaces, or (2) integrate a continuous volume density along viewing rays. The polyhedron
compositing scheme of Max, Hanrahan, and Crawfis 1 combines both of these techniques
by subdividing the volume cells at contour surfaces, and compositing the resulting polyhe-
dral pieces and surface polygons in back-to-front order. We first divide any volume cell
crossed by a contour surface into tetrahedra, and then slice each teta'ahedron crossed by a
contour surface into two parts. This allows the color and opacity to change discontinuous-
ly across a surface, whether or not the surface itself is to be rendered. Also, the sorting al-
lows multiple transparent contour surfaces to be composited in the correct order.

The basic compositing algorithm takes an object (a volume cell or a surface polygon)
with color I and transparency T, and combines it with a background frame-buffer color
Fold to give an updated color Fnew •

Fne_ = T. Foi d + I.

For the volume cells, we used the density-emitter model of Sabella 2. Assume a volume

is filled with a variable density p(x) of particles, which absorb a fraction xpdx of the light
along a differential length dx, and emits an amount cpdx of colored light of its own. Then
it can be shown 1 by integration that the transparency along a segment of length L is

L

oxplqo,x,x1o

The extra colored intensity added by the glowing particles, but attenuated by the opacity
of the closer particles, is

I = (c/_) (1 - 7).

If Pavg is the average value of p along the segment, then

T = exp(-xLpa_8 ).

These equations assume that c is constant in each volume cell. More complex formt.tla_
for I and T are given by Williams and Max 1, for the case that c and 9 both vary linearly
along a ray. However, in our current implementation, we just take c to be the average coi_or
along the ray segment, which gives a fairly good approximation to the accurate formula.

We input the quantifies C = c/x and a = 9_ at each vertex of the volume cell. (Note that
in the above formulas, c, C, I, B, and F are ali vectors, with red, green, and blue compo-
nents.) We use bilinear interpolation across the polygons bounding the cell, as in Gouraud
shading, to scan convert C, a, and the depth z into temporary buffers. There are two sets of
buffers for each quantity, one for the front facing polygons, and one for the back facing



ones. For each pixel (i, j) in the projection of the cell, the following computations achieve
the results of the formulas above:

L = zback(i, j) - zfront(i, j)

a = (aback(i,j) + afront (i, j) )/2.

C = (Cback(i, j) + Cfront (i, j)) /2.

T = exp(-L*a)

I = C*(I. - T)

F(i, 9) = T*F(i,j) + I

It appears that the six temporary buffers must be the size of the whole image, to allow
. for large cells, but in fact we scan convert ali the faces of the cell together, one scan line at

a time, so only one line's worth of temporary buffers are required. As in the usual imple-
mentation of Gouraud shading, we use incremental methods across the scan line, and also
__romone scan line to the next. In addition, the closed-form analytic integration along the
ray segments eliminates the need to sample along the ray. Thus we take advantage of the
area coherence across each face, and the volume coherence in the cell.

The above formula for L assumes orthogonal projection_. For persl_ective projection, the
quantity to interpolate should be4 -1./z, so

L = (l./zfront(i,j) -l./zback(i,j))*sqrt(l. + x*x + y'y)

where x and y give the coordinates where the ray from the eye through the pixel (i, j) inter-
sects the plane z ---1, and are easily computed from i and j.

This method requires that each ray intersect the volume cell in a single segment, so that
there is a single front and a single back entry for each interpolated variable at each pixel. If
the cell is convex, this is always true. We can also guarantee that it will be true for certain
non-convex cells which arise in our atmosphere subdivision.

The first alternative, described above, requires a face between two cells to be scan con-
vened twice: once as the front face of the rear cell, and once as the rear face of the front
cell. A second alternative method scan converts most faces only once. Faces which have a

' volume cell to their rear are marked as front faces, to indicate that the cell is to be rendered
when they are scan-converted. If there is to be a discontinuity in opacity or color across a
face, two copies must appear, one marked and one unmarked, each with their own a and C
values. Instead of sorting the cells, we sort the faces, taking care to put the duplicate cop-
ies of any faces in the order corresponding to the cells they bound. Then, for all polygons
in back to front order, the second algorithm is

. For ea_.h pixel (i, j) in polygon{

InterpoLate anew, Cnew, and znew

at (i, j)

If polygon is a front surface{

L = ztemp(i,j) - znew

a = (atemp(i,j) + anew)/2.

C = (Ctemp(i,j) + Cnew)/2.

T = exp(-L*a)



I = C* (I.-T)

F(i,j) = T*F(i,j) + I
)

ztemp(i, j) = znew

Ctemp(i,j) = Cnew

dtemp(i, j) = dnew

)

Thisrequiresonly one setof temporaryarrays,but now theymust be thesizeofthe

whole image.Inaddition,thisversioncan dealwithcaseswhere a viewingrayintersectsa

cellintwo or more segments.However itrequiresa validson on thepolygons,which is
notalwayspossible.Lucas5,who haspublishedthisalternative,forconstanta and C, pro-

posedsortingthefacesby thezvalueoftheircentroids.He remarkedthatsortingerrorsre-

sultinincorrectnegativevaluesofL,which aremostlycompensatedby an equalincorrect

increase in an adjacent positive value of L.
In our climate work, we used the first alternative, and sorted the cells. Figure 1, show-

ing clouds color coded by altitude, was rendered in this way.

Figure 1. Volume rendered clouds wrapped around a globe with a large vertical exaggeration. The terrain
and the clouds are color coded by altitude, using two different scales. Reprinted with permission from "Fo-
cus on Scientific Visualization", H. Hagen, H. Mttller, G. Nielson editors, Springer Verlag, Berlin

3. Splatting

Westover 6 introduced an alternative method of volume rendering, called "splatting",
which approximately interpolates the volume densities by using a rotationally symmetric
reconstruction kernel (a "splat") for each data point. The kernels are multiplied by the col-
or and opacity values for the data point, and the results are composited in back to front or-
der. Crawfis and Max 7 made two changes to this method. First, instead of a Gaussian
kernel, we used a piecewise quadratic kernel 8, which optimally reconstructs a flat field of



constant data values in 2D. Second, we added a representation of vector fields. We drew
anti-aliased line segments, whose direction represented the projected vector direction at a
sample point, and whose il,tensity and opacity represented the vector's magnitude. In or-
der to remove any blocky visual patterns from regular sampling, the segments are made
long enough to interleave, and the sample positions at the segment centers are jittered. The
result of many such vectors is a fine texture as in figure 2, which indicates wind direction.
Even though the segments do not progress, the texture appears in animation to move and
swirl with the wind.

Figure2. Globalwinds,drawnwitha vectortexturecolor codedby altitude.Reprintedbypermissionof the
AssociationforComputingMachineryfromreference7.

Figure 3 shows a combination of scalar splats, representing cloud density at an atmo-
spheric layer, and vector line segments, representing wind velocity. The colors of the vec-
tors represent altitude. The compositing alternated layers of scalar splats with layers of
vector splats, but the two can also be combined into a single layer 7, so that they partially
hide each other.

At first, we used software to evaluate the color and opacity for the piecewise quadratic
reconstruction kernel and the anti-alised vector segment, and to do the compositing. Fig-
ure 2 took 30 seconds at HDTV resolution (1920 x 1035) on an SGI Personal Iris 4D/35,
and figure 3 took one minute.

Recently, we have improved this technique to take advantage of the hardware composit-
ing and texture mapping in the SGI VGX graphics rendering system. We stored an intensi-
ty/opacity texture map of the reconstruction kernel, and of a windowed directional vector
texture. Then for each sample data point, we composited in hardware a polygon which ac-
cessed this texture. We arranged for the polygon to always face the viewer, so that the tex-
ture would not be foreshortened.



Figure 3, Global winds and clouds, composited together in the same image. Reprinted bv permission of the Association
for Computing Machinery from reference 7.

When used in this way, the texture should be the 2-D projection of a 3-D reconstruction

kernel. For the kernel, we found 9 a C 1 piecewise cubic function of 3-D radius, which opti-
mally reconstructs a fiat field from constant data values at the 3-D integer lattice. The re-
sulting 2-D splat is then the line integral of this function along rays perpendicular to the
projection plane. These can be computed in closed form. Figure 4 shows the cloud data
rendered with this technique.

Figure 4. Clouds over North America, rendered by texture mapped splats. Reprinted from reference 9.



To render vector fields, we use an anisotropic texture which indicates the vector direc-
tion, as shown in figure 5. In order to rotate the texture direction, it is only necessary to
change the orientation of the polygon accessing the texture map. The texture could also be
moved during animation by translating the texture coordinates along the direction of the
vectors. However, we needed to multiply the texture by a window function similar to the
scalar reconstruction filter, so that adjacent texture samples would blend together when
composited. Our hardware could not multiply two separate textures before compositing,
so we used the windowed version in the texture map. To achieve animation, we stored
windowed versions of the texture in sixteen different translations, and cycled between
them.
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Figure5. CloudsandwindfieldoverNorthAmerica,renderedusingtexturedsplats.Reprintedfromrefer-
ence9.

Laur and Hanrahan 10 have implemented an octree hierarchy of splats, by grouping to-
gether eight volume cells if their data values are within an error tolerance of their average.
They use a piecewise linear approximation to a gaussian splat, which is implemented as a
net of polygons. The hardware rendering pipeline interpolates and composites the colors

: and opacities specified at the polygon vertices. We obtained the source to an SGI Explor-
erTM module implementing this technique, and replaced the piecewise linear splats by our
smooth texture mapped splats, to give a smoother reconstruction. In the case of many
small splats, where the per-polygon overhead outweighs the texturing cost, it is also faster.



4. Cloud Texturing

The grid cells in our climate model are 1.125 degrees on a side, or about 100 kilometers

square at the equator, so the cloud density variable does not represent the density within
individual clouds, but rather the percent cloud cover at a particular altitude level. The
cloud rendering method of Gardner I 1 creates transparency where the texture function is

below a threshold, and can thus create partial cloud cover detail within a single grid ele-

ment. lt therefore gives a more faithful representation of the meaning of the cloud density
variable in the simulation than does the direct volume rendering in figure 1.

Figure 6. Contour surface of 15%cloudiness from a climate model, rendered with haze. Reprinted with per-
mission from reference 12.

Figure 7. Contour surface after the cloudiness function has been smoothed by a 3x3x3 filter. Reprinted with
permission from reference 12.



We found that when the <_riginal cloud ,.h:nsitv from the sinlulati_n was contour,.:d, the

surface was too rough and bumpy, as in figure 6. Therefore _vc applied a 3x3x3 smoothing
kernel to thectensitv, before contouring, r,,ix'in,,_ ti,,ure_ 7. The corresponding textured

clouds tue shown in figure 8. I-:igures 0 through 8 ali show tile contour surface of 15(7(
cloud cover.

Figure_. Smoothed contour surface of 15q cloudiness, rendered with a 31) transparency texture. Reprinled
with permission from reference 12.

' Since the contour surfaces have complicated shape and topology, which change for ev-

cry franm of animation, it is difficult to assign 2D texture coordinates to the vertices.
Theref(,re, like Gardner, we used a 3D ,volume texture function, evaluated at surface

points, to determ, ine both tile color and opacity of the clouds. When this function is below

a threshold, the clouds become completely transparent and colorless. The 3-D texture co-

ordinates (u.v.w) range from 0 to 1, and are initialized proportional to longitude, latitude,
and altitude, respectively. The longitude wraps aI'Otllld at tile Greenwich meridian, which

corresponds tc) both u = 0 and u = 1. The next section explains how these texture ct)ordi-
nates are advected by the wind to produce, for each frame of the animation, new (t_.v x_')

coordinates at each of the grid vertices. ()lace these are known, they can be interpt)lated

across _rid edges to the vertices of a contour pol\'-,r'._, ,,, and then across the polygon during,.
scan conversion, texturing, and shading. We used a variant of Gardner's "'poor man's fr'ac-

tal texture" with a sum (instead of a product)of a small number of 3-I) plane sine w',tves.
As suggested by Gardner, we perturbed the phase (:teach of these waves by another sine

wave of lon,,cr wavclcneth in a perpendicular direction tc_break up tile re,,ularitv in the
texture pattern. The texture ftlnction is thus of the l_rnl



/'(u, v,w) = _aicos (biu+ cir+ diw+ qi)
i

where the phase perturbation is

qi = 2. sin (0.Sb/u- 0.Saiv) .

We sorted the volume cells from back to front, and then rendered in order the front-fac-
ing cloud contour surfaces they contained, using Phong shading, with the Gardner color
and transparency texture• In order to make the clouds appear more opaque where they are
thicker, and more transparent and tenuous near their edges, we added a term proportional
to the cloud thickness to the texture function before comparing it to the threshold. When
an opaque terrain polygon or a back-facing contour polygon is scan converted, the z-buff-
er is set to the polygon's depth at each pixel. Then when a front-facing contour polygon is
rendered, its _epth can be subtracted from _hedepth in the z-buffer to get the length of the
viewing ray inside the volume bounded by the contour surface.

"['his cloud thickness effect assumes that the cloud density is constant inside the cloud
contour surface. We can take into account the variable density by scan converting the vol-
ume.cells using one of the methods described in section 2, and accumulating their integrat-
ed densities aL in a special density buffer. When a front-facing contour polygon is scan
convertect, the accumulated density is used to modify the transparency threshold, and the
buffer is reset to zero. Unfortunately, this technique did not seem to add to the realism or
the information content of our cloud images.

One thing that does add to the realism is haze, which also serves as a depth cue to distin-
guish the cloud layers. We used a haze density in figures 7, 8, and 9 which decreases expo-
nentially with altitude. It could be integrated analytically along any ray segment to give an
expression 12involving the normal error function, which was stored in a table.

5. Advection of texture coordinates

The best way we discovered to make the texture move appropriately as our clouds de-
formed in the wind, was to advect the cloud texture coordinates by the wind. When the
cloud surface is being pushed by the wind, the texture and geometry will move coherently,
while in a standing wave at a mountain range, the texture will move across the cloud, indi-
cating the wind velocity. However when a cloud grows quickly as in a thunderstorm, or in
the daily rain cycle over the Amazon rainforest, it will spread through the 3-D texture
space, causing a "boiling" appearance.

Initially, in frame 1 of an animation, the three texture coordinates at a grid vertex are
proportional to the longitude, latitude, and altitude indices, and vary between 0 and 1. The
Euler method for integrating ordinary differential equations can be used to move the grid
vertices forww'd along the streamlines of the wind flow field. In frames after the first, grid
vertices move into the interiors of grid cells, so the velocity must be interpolated from the
eight surrou,d_ti?_ ¢aridvertices.

Since the advecteo 3rid becomes distorted, the texture coordinates must be resampled
into the standard fixed grid _t which the other simulation data is defined• Unless the in-

n



verse of the advection mapping is known, it is hard to decide which distorted cell contains
a given grid vertex. In fact, the grid cells could become so distorted that their surfaces self-
intersected, making the decision even more difficult. We therefore computed the inverse
advection mapping for each grid vertex, instead of the forward mapping. For each grid
vertex P in frame n, we found the point Q in frame I which would end up at P, by integrat-
ing backwards along the streamline through P. The texture coordinates at P are then pro-
portional to the longitude, latitude, and altitude at Q.

The streamlines through the grid points for frame n do not pass through the grid points
for frame n-1, so a separate backwards integration is needed for each frame. This makes
the number of steps in the Euler integration quadratic in the number of frames. It is also

• necessary to have the velocities for ali the time steps available to compute the backwards
• integration for the last frame. This was impractical for us, since the data output for each

24-time-step day takes 380 megabytes. In addition, the wind will eventually twist and
stretch the cloud texture until it contains only high spatial frequencies, which will spoil the
intended visual effect.

For ali these reasons, we used each set of texture coordinates for only 24 hours of simu-
lation time. To keep a continuous appearance, we rendered the clouds using a linear com-
bination of 3-D textures computed from two sets of coordinates. We increa,.',ed the weight
of each set from zero to one in 12 hours, and then back to zero in another 12, so that a new
set replaced an old one every 12 hours. For hour n of a I2 hour cycle, one set of coordi-
nates is obtained by integrating backwards for n-1 steps along the streamlines, and the oth-
er by integrating along the same streamlines for a further 12 backward steps. These
integrations took an hour of CPU time, but were done only every four frames; we interpo-
lated the coordinates in between. We have produced a HDTV animation of 960 frames
from our 10 day climate simulation, and figure 9 is a sample frame. The average frame
took 45 minutes, including texture advection integration, rendering, and data I/O.

If we had used linear interpolation between two shaded cloud images, the overlap of
cloud patterns would have been obvious. Instead, we combined the two 3-D textures be-
fore applying the non-linear transparency threshold, so only one cloud pattern will be vis-
ible.

6. Flow Volumes

Engineers often visualize, flows by releasing visible smoke into a gas flow, or dye into a
• __" liquid. We developed ai_omputer simulation of this effect by volume rendering a "flow

vohnne", the volume swept by the flow through a small generating polygon P which re-
leases the colored tracer. At present, we are using only steady flows, where the velocity is
independent of time, so that we can achieve near real time interaction• Rapid imaging is
possible because we need only render the small cells inside the flow volume, instead of ac-
cessing the whole data volume, and because we use the hardware pipeline for shading and

• compositing.

At any time step t, the flow volume is bounded by the generating polygon P, the position
Pt to which its 13points are carried by the flow by time t, and the stream ribbons generated
by the sides of P. Thus flow volumes are a volume generalization of stream ribbon surfac-



es, and involve the same sort of subdivision considerations as described by Hultquist 13.
Max Becker and Crawfis 14give the details of the adaptive 3-D subdivision into tetrahedra.
Without too much extra work, compared to stream ribbons, stream volumes give a visual
impression which is similar to the familiar engineering physical experiments.

The polyhedron compositing algorithms described in section 2 required software scan
conversion, in order to compute the transparency T = exp(-L*a), involving an exponential
at each pixel. However, by using the tetrahedron projection method of Shirley and Tuch-
man 15, together with a hardware texture map for the exponential, we are now able to
achieve hardware compositing. The method of Shirley and Tuchman divides the projec-
tion of each tetrahedron into triangles. The two non-degenerate cases, shown in figure 9,
result in three or four triangles. In both these cases, the quantity L*a is non-zero only at
the "thick" interior vertex marked A, since L is zero at the other profile vertices. (In the de-
generate cases, the thick vertex may also lie on the profile.)

L

Figure9. Twonon-degeneratetetrahedalprojectionsdividedintotriangles.Reprintedfromreference14.

Shirley and Tuchman computed T = exp( - L*a ) at the thick vertex A, and the corre-
sponding color I = C*(1 - T). They then used the shading and transparency features in the
hardware to linearly interpolate T and I across the triangles and do the compositing. This
produces artifacts, since the exponential function is not actually linear. In order to remove
these artifacts, while still taking advantage of hardware rendering, we put the function 1 -
exp(-u) in a 1-D texture table, and used the quantity L*a as the texture coordinate u at each
vertex. The hardware then linearly interpolates this texture coordinate across each trian-
gle, and accesses the texture table to get the "alpha" value 1 - T used in the hardware com-
positing.

As discussed above, volume rendering by polyhedron compositing _,sually requires that
the volume cells be sorted in back to front order, so that they can hide eaci_,other appropri-
ately when composited. Such sorting for a twisted flow volume could slow down the inter- .
action. However we can prove 14that if the smoke has a constant color C, which is the case
for our flow volumes, the resulting image is independent of the compositing order, so no
sorting is necessary. Using the flexible z-buffer options on the SGI hardware, it is still pos-
sible to have opaque objects hide the flow volume cells. First all opaque surface polygons
are rendered. Next the triangles in the projections of the flow volume tetrahedra are com-
posited. Their z is compared at each pixel with the z-buffer to determine whether to com-



posite, but the z-buffer is not updated. Figure 10 is an application of our flow volumes to
climate data, showing the effect of a typhoon over the Pacific.

The user interface for the flow volume was built using the SGI Inventor TM tools and
C++ classes• In addition to specifying the viewing parameters, the user can interactively
position the generating polygon P, which always orients itself normal to the flow velocity.
The color and opacity of the smoke can also be specified, using Inventor sliders and color
design tools. Puffs of smoke can be animated moving along the flow volume, by making
the opacity vary with the cell's time step index• Finally, compressible flow can be visual-

. ized by making the opacity vary inversely with the volume of the tetrahedral cell.

Figure10.Flowvolumefor thewindfromtheclimatesimulation,showingtheeffectsof a typhoonin theIn-
dianOcean.Reprintedfromreference14.
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